Getting Started with Savvas Realize

Assign Content

Assign Content to Students
Now that you know how to navigate the Table of Contents for your program, let’s create some assignments!

Let’s get started by finding content you want to assign to your students. Click an item in the Table of Contents to view a specific chapter, assessment, or other activity.
Assignment Information

You can get information by selecting the Info link below the chapter or item name. The icons next to some of the items in the Table of Contents identify the type of content it contains. Roll over the icons to learn about each type.

Click the Assign link under the chapter or item name, and assign this item to a class, group, or student.
Create and Assignment

In the **Create an Assignment** dialog box, set a **Start date and Due date** for the assignment.

Or, select the **Set start and end times** check box to select a time from the menu. Students can still turn in an assignment after the assigned due date and time have passed, but the assignment status will show that the assignment is late.

Then, add any instructions you’d like to give to students.
For some assessments, Savvas Realize can automatically assign remediation and enrichment activities to students based on their scores.
Assign this work to classes, groups, and students using smart search. Enter the first letter, and scroll to the class, student, or group that you’re looking for. Click the **Assign** button when you’ve finished completing the information.
View Assignments

To view the assignment, click the CLASSES link under the menu bar, and click Assignments from the correct class list.
Assignment Status

Click the assignment to see class and student information. A drawer opens on the right of the assignment list and shows completion status and score information.

**Edit**, **Hide**, **Preview**, and **Score** the assignment by clicking the links. Select the **View student status** button to find out how your students have performed on this assignment.

The **Score** link is available for items that allow you to manually score a lesson or activity that is not auto-scored by the system.
Assign by Student

Click the Assignments by Student tab to view how each student in your class has progressed on a specific assignment.
Assign by Student Status

Click the student’s name to see a list of all assignments for that student. The tabs display which assignments haven’t been started, are in progress, or have been completed.

Now assign away!